
Reimagining Westland Mall

By MSU Students: Maggie Huntley, Wesley Kouza, Marah Maaita, Lejla Poljak, Kevin Wen

Guest: Mohamed Ayoub, Westland City Planner



Capstone Practicum

• Graduating Students

• Student-led, Faculty-guided

• Bridge Transition from Classroom to Professional

• Practical Engagement with Communities

• Service Learning

• Real World Situations

• Prepare Professional Quality Reports/Materials



Westland, MI

• Located in Wayne County, MI

• Originally Nankin Township

• Population of about 81,938 
(2019)



Demographics

40.2 (2019)

Decrease in single-family 
residential units

25-29 years (8.2%) &
55-59 years (7.4%)

$47,816 

71.37% White 
Alone

Median Age Race Distribution Age Distribution

Housing Units Median Household 
Income

$894 (2019)

Median Rental 
Costs

Increase by 3.08% since 

2015

41.6% increase in Hispanics or Latinos, 
6.89% in Asians alone, and 11.8% 
increase in American Indian or Alaska 
Native since 2010

Major decline is for ages 20-24 by 
16.1% and the greatest increase in 
distribution is for the ages 70-74 at 
23.1% increase

3 to 4 units and 5 to 9 units 
have increased in Westland by 
13.1% and 11.3%, respectively

The most affordable rental housing 
in Westland are studios and 1-
bedroom units at $813 and $719 a 
month, respectfully (2019)

(2018)



Westland Mall

• Namdar Realty Group

• 60% Vacant

• Disrepair/Disinvestment

• Big Boxes

• Zoning



Assessment & Site Visit













TIFA Master Plan



MSU Practicum 
Project Goal

• Address growing rate of 
vacancies.

• Create recommendations 
which envision demolition.

• Mixed-use town center.



Stakeholder Outreach

“I think the malls as we know them are a thing of the past. There will be 
opportunity to develop the site into something different that will benefit the 
community. A small downtown area with some amenities to attract a wide 
variety of people. Have a focal point being a nice park setting with some water 
features to draw people in and then have restaurants for people to go to”

– Westland Community Leader
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Case Studies

• The economic woes faced by the Westland Mall 
are common all throughout the country’s malls

• With the Covid-19 Pandemic exacerbating the 
issue of the evident permanent closure of the 
mall

• Cloverleaf, Lakeside, and Belmar as examples



Cloverleaf

• Closed in 2008, demolished 2011

• The Stonebridge project would be developed in 4 phases

• Phase 1 was the development of the Kroger Marketplace

• Phase 2 consisted of developing the circumjacent smaller 
retail shops and outparcels

• Phase 3 was the development of a 13-acre parcel for retail 
space and restaurants

• Phase 4 was a 12-acre parcel development for office space



Lakeside

• Ideas taken from the transform Lakeside Mall into a mixed-use 
town center or urban district plan

• Walkability, connectivity, green space, establish a block 
structure, create recreational assets, and new economic 
development opportunities



Lakeside Mall Downtown Birmingham, MI



Belmar
• Example of Belmar mall in the suburbs of Denver went from 

a deserted place to a sprawling city center for Lakewood, 
Colorado, the fifth largest city in the state





Recommendations



Phase I: Conceptual Planning

• Create a plan which is walkable, connected, has green infrastructure, streamlined design, 
affordable housing, economic development opportunities, efficient land use, establishes 
block structure, and creates new recreational assets

• Create two conceptual redevelopment plans:

• Plan 1: Keeps existing anchor stores and demolishes interior sections

• Plan 2: Complete demolition of the entire structure





Phase II: Design & Development

• Transform mall into urban district

• Create opportunity for long and/or short-term value by selling plots to third party developers

• City to set design standards for approval of development reflecting human scale, encompass grid style 
block structure, parking limits on surface lots, ensure public realm is comfortable, clean, and safe

• Dedicate park and public space

• Include central park/square which acts as a city center surround by mixed use

• Large developments on the NE side would include hospitality and medical facilities







Phase III

• City issues request for proposal from developers 

• Each development team have their own ideas for how to implement the master plan 

• Developers bring varied capacity and unique experiences from other projects which are encouraged to 
be evaluated in public meetings and/or the development committee which created the master plan 

• Developers must agree to the development standards outline in the master plan

• Select best development partners which best fits the community’s vision for the redevelopment 

• Finalize site plan and development agreements
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Questions?


